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Guess how?
Identity is personal and cannot be transferred
Identifying the users of a service in the Internet is not an easy task
Existing authentication methods

- Fingerprints
- Passwords
- Challenge response
- Tokens
- And so forth
Governments all over the world are working in secure access to e-government services
In this research we used the DNLe. The Spanish authentication eID card.
The DNLe offers

- Authentication
- Digital signature
- Time stamping
- Data integrity
- And so forth
Facts about the DNIe

More that 29 millions of DNIe have been issued

The services and applications that make use of it is growing every day
15 European countries use eID cards. Many others are considering their development.
Paradigms of authentication

Knowledge factors

Ownership factors

Inherent factors

Known factors
The DNLe is standard

It accomplishes the specifications
• ISO 7816
• PKCS#15

They specify how to operate with the keys, certificates and data
Security levels

Public zone

Private zone

Secure zone
Public zone level

It does not have security control

It stores the certificates of the root CA and the validation authority
Private zone level

It requires a password

It stores the user certificates for authentication and signature

The certificates never leave the inside of the DNIe
Secure zone level

It requires administrative privileges

It requires special physical

It stores personal information, fingerprint, photo and handwritten signature
Additional physical security

- Invisible patterns
- Silk screen
- Kinegrams
- Photography
- Printing
- Embossed text
- Images
- Guilloche
- Micro-text
- Positive changing
- Encoded negative
- Colour
Scope

The DNIe can be used for information signing, time stamping, integrity guaranteeing and authentication
The user has to prove her identity against a provider prior to make use of a service.
Challenge-response authentication

Provider
- Original challenge hash function

User
- Challenge hash function encryption
- Decryption of the hash
- Challenge hash function encryption
Connection to the card
Load of certificates
Authentication certificate selection
Authentication request
Challenge generation
Challenge
Challenge signing
Signed challenge + user public key
Challenge validation
Validation result
Authentication established
Evaluation
We integrate a DNLe authentication library in a VoIP service
VoIP Service

It enables sending and receiving call, transferences, call waiting, call-centre, and so forth
VoIP Service + Authentication

It provides authentication through the DNId to the service

Currently in production in various call-centres
VoIP Service + Authentication

It enables unequivocal identification of the call-centre operators.

It authenticates all the performed operations.
Conclusions and future work
Introduced the related work in service authentication using eID cards.
A multiplatform and multiservice authentication method through the DNIe or any eID card
Evaluation of the method in a VoIP service
Future work includes the support of other eID cards and services
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